Ukraine will hold its much anticipated parliamentary elections on October 28, 2012. These elections will answer key questions about the nature of the Viktor Yanukovych presidency and elucidate his overall commitment to democratic processes. Following the decision to sentence former Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko to jail for seven years in a trial with clear political overtones, there are many concerns about where Ukraine is headed. Our panel of experts will lay out the issues, draw conclusions about the current situation, and describe possible future developments.
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Serhiy Kudelia is a post-doctoral fellow in Eurasian studies at IERES and a professorial lecturer at Johns Hopkins’ School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS). Earlier he held research and teaching positions at the University of Toronto and Kyiv Mohyla Academy (Ukraine). Taras Kuzio is a Visiting Professor at the Slavic Research Center, Hokkaido University, where he is preparing a contemporary history of Ukraine for publication and 2010-2011 Austrian Marshall Plan Foundation Visiting Fellow and currently Non-Resident Fellow at the Center for Transatlantic Relations, Johns Hopkins University-SAIS where he organizes the Ukraine Policy Forum. He is a frequent contributor to Jamestown Foundation’s Eurasia Daily Monitor. In October he gave testimony on Ukraine to the Standing Committee on Foreign Policy of the Canadian Parliament. Robert Orttung is assistant director of IERES. He has published extensively on post-Soviet democratization, federalism, business-state relations, corruption, and energy policy.